Area:
Women Empowerment
DS Government Degree College for Women, Ongole has been showing its
distinctiveness in adopting the area of the women empowerment as the
part of self-advancement of female Esteem in the society.
W.E.C makes women powerful to become capable of decision making for
themselves. As the time evolves, women realizes their power. So the
individuals and governments are coming together to make it happen. In the
part of shouldering the responsibility, every college has to strictly
implement the women empowerment activities.
The principal has constituted a body titled women empowerment cell
with a coordinator and 4 members. Under the supervision of women
empowerment cell, Various activities and programs were conducted to
Cater the required skills to the students by using many expertized services
from the society. W.E.C has to conduct various programs and courses for
many students from the rural background joined in our college as Ongole
is surrounded by rural habitats .so the students should be made for the
present employment scenario of the competitive world.
Digital empowerment:
Students are also being trained to hold the digital empowerment since
the students have to face the challenges in the digital world so the students
are introduced to use digital classrooms for the purpose of direct visual
experience and by using virtual Laboratories students can be catered

sophisticated Laboratories and human resources as well as students are
being trained to prepare video content on different topics and upload in
YouTube as students can be evaluated through plickers and Google
classrooms.
Social empowerment :
Students are being prepared to face the issues which would they come
across during the quotes of life so show the day celebrations like
international Women’s Day ,girl child Day are celebrated to bring the
awareness on view of societal transformation towards the women
existence and evolution. Women empowerment now a day’s women
empowerment has become a significant discussion in development and
economics women are identified and participated in all areas no field could
be MI remind to be conquered by the present day women.
Economic empowerment:
Now a days, women empowerment has become a significant discussion
in development of economics. Women are identified and participated in all
areas. No field could be remained to conquer by the present day women.
Under women empowerment cell they are supposed to conduct various
training programs on tailoring candle preparation stencil painting during
the course of time bye buy the expertized people from the society In
addition students have to present their own skills by making wall hangers
and various models with low cost and no cost material as well as students
can be trained to revolve the best from Waste after making process the
conduct exhibitions and sales in the premises of the college the money then
from the goods prepared will be used for the activities of Charity.

